MCV Campus courses

These courses, administered on the MCV Campus, are among the courses of interest to students based on the Academic Campus and are listed here for convenience.

For a complete listing of MCV Campus courses, please look online at www.vcu.edu/schedule/ or go to the Founders Hall registration area.

School of Allied Health Professions

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
CLLS 201 INTRO TO CLINICAL LAB SCIENCES (1) 11209 001 LINDSEY, B W 1200PM

Clinical Radiation Sciences
CLRS 101 INTRO CLIN RADIATION SCIENCES (1) 11252 001 STEWART, D M 1200PM 1250PM OULPH 1024

Gerontology
GRTY 410 INTRODUCTION TO GERONTOLOGY (3) 12372 002 WELLEFORD, E TR 1200PM 0100PM SANGR 4-036
GRTY 410 INTRODUCTION TO GERONTOLOGY (3) 16491 901 OSGOOD, N T 0800PM 0940PM RANM 00120
GRTY 410 INTRODUCTION TO GERONTOLOGY (3) 12371 001 GIVENS, A M M 0900AM 1040AM OFCMP

GRTY 601 BIOLOGICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL AGING (3) 12374 901 HARRING, S TBA GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
GRTY 602 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING (3) 12376 001 WELLEFORD, E TBA GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

GRTY 604 PROBLEMS ISSUES & TRENDS IN GRTY (3) 12376 001 COTTER, J TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION VIDEO TAUGHT ONLINE COURSE

GRTY 605 SOCIAL GERONTOLOGY (3) 12377 001 OSGOOD, N TBA PERMISSON OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
GRTY 606 AGING AND HUMAN VALUES VIDEO (3) 12378 001 WELLEFORD, E TBA VIDEO TAUGHT ONLINE COURSE

GRTY 607 FIELD STUDY IN GERONTOLOGY (3) 12379 901 PARHAM, I TBA
GRTY 608 ADV TOPICS IN PBLM.S/JSS & TRENDS (3) 12380 901 COTTER, J TBA PERMISSON OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
GRTY 612 RECREATION LEISURE & AGING (3) 12381 901 OSGOOD, N TBA PERMISSON OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

GRTY 638 LONG-TERM CARE ADMINISTRATION (3) 12353 901 RACHEL, F TBA CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION VIDE TAUGHT ONLINE COURSE

GRTY 641 SURVEY OF PSYC ASSES & TRMT (3) 12384 901 WOOD, H TBA
GRTY 642 PRACTICUM IN CLIN GEROPSYSIOLOGY (3) 12385 901 PARHAM, I TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3) 12387 901 PARHAM, I TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3) 12388 901 HARRING, S TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3) 12389 903 OSGOOD, N TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3) 12390 904 WELLEFORD E TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3) 12391 905 REID, C TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDIES FOR MSTR/PHD (3) 12392 001 WELLEFORD, E TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDIES FOR MSTR/PHD (3) 12393 002 PARHAM, I TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDIES FOR MSTR/PHD (3) 12394 003 HARRING, S TBA
GRTY 692 INDEPENDENT STUDIES FOR MSTR/PHD (3) 12395 004 OSGOOD, N TBA
GRTY 798 THESIS (V 3-6) 12396 901 PARHAM, I TBA
GRTY 799 THESIS (V 3-6) 12397 901 PARHAM, I TBA

Rehabilitation Counseling
RHAB 521 FOUND OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB (3) 13592 901 WEST, S M 0700PM 0940PM MCRE 00204
RHAB 525 INTRO TO REHABILITATION COUNSEL (3) 14852 901 LEWIS, A M 0400PM 0640PM
RHAB 611 COUNSELING THEORIES IN RHAB (3) 14856 901 WAGNER, C TBA
RHAB 612 GROUP COUNSELING APPROACHES RHAB (3) 14856 901 RULL, W TBA

School of Dentistry

Dental Special Topics
DENS 101 INTRO TO DENTISTRY (1) 11516 001 BROWNSTEIN, M M 1200PM 1250PM OULPH 1024

School of Medicine

Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics
BIOC 404 BIOCHEMISTRY (3) 10650 901 RODRIGUEZ, J MWF 1200PM 1250PM LFSCB 0251

Pathology
PATH 445 FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY (3) 15563 901 JONES, A MWF SAME AS FCSC-440

Physiology
PHIS 310 INTRO QUANTITATIVE PHYSIOLOGY II (4) 14145 001 FEHER, J MWF 1100AM 1150AM SANR 8-036

Pharmacology and Toxicology
PHTX 400 DRUGS AND THEIR ACTION (3) 14194 901 WELCH, S TR 0500PM 0650PM TEMPL 1160

PHTX 535 INTRODUCTION TO TOXICOLOGY (4) 14196 901 WHITE K MT 0500PM 0650PM SMITH 00216

School of Nursing
NURS 101 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING (1) 15854 001 LANGSTON, N F 0900AM 1100AM NURSE 00317

School of Pharmacy

Medicinal Chemistry
MEDC 310 MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY & DRUG DESIGN (3) 13283 901 STAFF M 0700PM 0815PM LFSCB 0251